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ABSTRACT
Gas hydrates are ice-like structures formed under high pressure and low temperature 
conditions. They are considered as a potential energy source due to their abundance 
and the increase in energy demand worldwide. A fundamental understanding of hydrate 
formation and dissociation kinetics is essential in order to improve gas productivity from 
natural hydrates reservoirs. This paper investigates the evolution of hydrate specific area 
during the process of hydrate formation using dynamic 3D synchrotron microcomputed 
tomography. Xenon hydrate was formed inside a high-pressure low-temperature cell, 
filled with silica sand partially saturated with water. The cell has a height of 70.2 mm 
and an inner diameter of 9.7 mm, and is capable of sustaining an internal pressure of 150 
MPa. During hydrate formation and dissociation, full 3D images are acquired at a time 
resolution of 45 seconds and a spatial resolution of 5.38 µm/voxel. The reconstructed 
images were enhanced and segmented, and direct volume and surface area measurements 
were obtained. Initially, the specific area of hydrate increased with increasing hydrate 
saturation up to a certain hydrate saturation threshold (9% hydrate saturation). After this 
threshold, hydrate specific area started to decrease with increasing hydrate saturation. 
This is an indication that the small crystals of hydrates tend to merge and form larger 
crystals during the process of hydrate formation.
Keywords: Gas hydrates; Synchrotron micro-computed tomography; Dynamic 
imaging; Hydrate formation
1 INTRODUCTION
Gas hydrates are ice-like structures formed under high pressure and low temperature 
conditions where gas (guest molecules) is trapped within a crystal structure of water 
(host molecules). They are considered as a potential energy source due to their abundance 
and the increase in energy demand worldwide (Sloan & Koh, 2008). A fundamental 
understanding of hydrate formation and dissociation kinetics is essential in order to 
improve gas productivity from natural hydrates reservoirs. This paper investigates the 
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evolution of hydrate specific area during the process of hydrate formation using dynamic 
3D synchrotron microcomputed tomography. Xenon hydrate was formed inside a high-
pressure low-temperature cell, filled with silica sand partially saturated with water. 
The cell has a height of 70.2 mm and an inner diameter of 9.7 mm, and is capable of 
sustaining an internal pressure of 150 MPa. During hydrate formation, full 3D images 
were acquired at a time resolution of 45 seconds and a spatial resolution of 5.38 µm/




In this study, pink beam synchrotron microcomputed tomography (PSMT) was 
used to obtain high-resolution 3D images during hydrate formation. In pink beam 
tomography, a glazed mirror and an x-ray absorbing foil are used to obtain an x-ray beam 
with 1000 times higher flux than a monochromatic beam (Rivers, 2016). PSMT images 
were acquired at beamline 13D, Advanced Photon Source (APS), Argonne National 
Laboratory (ANL), Illinois, USA. 
Xenon hydrate was formed inside a high-pressure low-temperature cell, filled with 
silica sand partially saturated with water. The cell has a height of 70.2 mm and an inner 
diameter of 9.7 mm, and is capable of sustaining an internal pressure of 150 MPa. During 
hydrate formation, full 3D images were acquired at a time resolution of 45 seconds and 
a spatial resolution of 5.38 µm/voxel. The reconstructed images were enhanced and 
segmented using Avizo commercial software, similar to the procedure described in Jarrar 
et al. (2018). A sample xy slice of one of the images is depicted in Figure 1, with hydrates 
shown as bright voxels.
Figure 1: Sample xy slice of one of the images during hydrate formation with hydrates 
shown as bright voxels. 
3 RESULTS
The segmented images were used to directly measure the change of hydrate volume 
and surface area during hydrate formation. Figure 2 shows the change of hydrate specific 
area (area/volume) with hydrate saturation during Xenon hydrate formation. Each point 
in Figure 2 represents measurements obtained from a full segmented 3D image. Initially, 
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the specific area of hydrate increased with increasing hydrate saturation up to a certain 
hydrate saturation threshold (which corresponds to about 9% hydrate saturation). After 
this threshold, hydrate specific area began to decrease as hydrate saturation increases. 
This is an indication that the small crystals of hydrates tend to merge, forming larger 
crystals during the process of hydrate formation.
Figure 2: Change of hydrate specific area with hydrate saturation during Xenon hydrate 
formation. 
4 CONCLUSION
Xenon hydrate was formed inside a high-pressure low-temperature cell, filled with 
silica sand partially saturated with water. The cell has a height of 70.2 mm and an inner 
diameter of 9.7 mm, and is capable of sustaining an internal pressure of 150 MPa. During 
hydrate formation, full 3D images were acquired at a time resolution of 45 seconds and 
a spatial resolution of 5.38 µm/voxel, and direct measurements of hydrate volume and 
surface area were obtained from the segmented images. The specific area of hydrate 
initially increased with increasing hydrate saturation up to a hydrate saturation threshold 
of 9%, after which, hydrate specific area began to decrease as hydrate saturation 
increased. This indicates that the small crystals of hydrates tend to merge, forming larger 
crystals during the process of hydrate formation.
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